POLICY PURPOSE

Troy Health, Inc. is committed to establish and implement an effective system for prompt responses to compliance issues. This system those issues identified during internal compliance audits and monitoring, reported issues, as well as audits to evaluate first-tier entities’ compliance with CMS requirements.

The purpose of this policy is to describe the processes used to collaborate with the Troy Health operational areas and delegated entities in the appropriate detection, prevention, and correction of non-compliance or potential fraud or misconduct, and the application of disciplinary actions against involved individuals as necessary.

SCOPE

This policy applies to all employees, and first tier and downstream entities that perform delegated health plan operations.

REFERENCES

- Medicare Managed Care Manual, Chapter 21, Section 50.7

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

- Chief Compliance Officer
- Chief Operating Officer
DEFINITIONS

- **Corrective Action Plan (CAP)** – the method used to rectify non-compliance; identify its root cause, identify if any members were adversely affected, and includes step-by-step actions to correct the issues. Steps must achieve measurable goals to correct the cause of errors and must be effective to prevent future non-compliance.

- **First-tier entity** – contracted through business associate agreement, the health plan has delegated required health plan operational function to the first-tier entity. A first-tier entity is required to have a Compliance Program based on CMS regulations and perform the operational function(s) following CMS requirements.

- **Member impact** – after completing the root cause analysis, an investigation must be done to identify any members that were negatively impacted by the non-compliance.

- **Root cause analysis** – a method of problem solving used to identify cause or reason for the problem to occur.

POLICY

Troy Health, Inc. has established a system for prompt response to non-compliance as issues are raised. An investigation is conducted by the responsible business owner by completing a root cause analysis of the non-compliance, identifying any members negatively impacted by the non-compliance. Corrective actions may originate from a hotline report and investigation, audit findings, or an ad hoc compliance issue may be identified from other sources.

Compliance is committed to conduct timely and well-documented investigations into any reported or detected non-compliance (or potential fraud or abuse).

If suspicious activity or credible allegations of fraud by a pharmacy or provider are identified, payment suspension will be implemented pending investigation. If there is evidence of potential fraud or misconduct related to the Part C or Part D Program, the Chief Compliance Officer will ensure a voluntary report is made to CMS or the appropriate authority. See the Fraud, Waste, and Abuse policy for additional information.

Once the root cause analysis is completed, the responsible business area must develop their own corrective action plan. The CAP must address the root cause, negative member impact, staff training, updated policies and procedures, and timely execution. This includes setting dates of targeted completion for each step, while keeping corrections for the entire plan to be less than 60 calendar days.

The Chief Compliance Officer must approve the CAP; however, the Chief Compliance Officer will set the parameters to ensure the efficacy of the corrections. Compliance will track the corrective action plan to ensure the corrective actions remain on task.

Note: If an investigation confirms there is a systemic issue of non-compliance, a formal CAP will be required. However, if the issue was caused by a human error, or procedural error, staff training will be required but a formal CAP will not be necessary.
Once a CAP is completed, Compliance will schedule a validation audit to determine if the corrections are completed and will prevent future non-compliance. If the corrections are found to be non-effective, Compliance will require additional work, including but not limited to a new root cause analysis and CAP.

All CAPs are reported to the Compliance Committee, and to the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis.

PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPING CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN BY BUSINESS OWNER

1. Conduct a root cause analysis to determine the source(s) of the non-compliance.
2. Identify the members that have been adversely affected (if applicable) and resolve with each identified member.
3. Identify a reasonable solution and the timeframe to implement the solution.
5. Obtain Compliance approval of CAP
6. Write or update policies and procedures, work arrounds, and monitoring metrics.
7. Develop staff training material or train staff using the procedure.
8. Implement and test solution is effective. Provide Compliance with documentation.
9. Update Compliance on a regular basis of its progress or when completed.
10. Follow-up validation audit will be performed by Compliance.

ATTACHMENTS/RELATED POLICIES/STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

•
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